C 90 suzuki

Max torque was Claimed horsepower was The engine was a liquid cooled v2, four-stroke. Fuel
was supplied via a single overhead cams sohc. Stopping was achieved via single disc in the
front and a single disc in the rear. The front suspension was a telescopic, coil spring, oil
damped while the rear was equipped with a link style, solo shock, coil spring, oil damped. The
bike weighed just The wheelbase was If you know one or two things about the early Boulevard
models, then the T suffix should be pretty self-explanatory. We're looking at the C90 cruiser
equipped with touring add-one, in the form of a height-adjustable windscreen, a passenger
backrest and saddlebags. All leather parts have received metal studs for a classic look, and
you're sort of ready to roll straight from the box. With cc of v-twin grunt and plenty of low-end
and midrange torque, acceleration will never be a problem, while the bike also sports plenty of
passing power without being intimidating. This doesn't change the cc v-twin engine, its manual
5-speed transmission or the convenient shaft drive. You're looking at a brawny machine which
can hurl rider and passenger at high speeds in no time, and which both aggressive and fun to
ride. Don't be fooled by the deeply valanced fenders and beefy fork covers, the Boulevard C90
will surprise you with plenty of low- and mid-range torque which will make passing vehicles a
really fun business. Basically, the MY Boulevard C90 is where classic styling meets modern
performance. The Boulevard C90T is ready for the vacation and it waiting for you to fill up the
tank and pull the throttle. The MY bike carries on all the fancy features of the standard C90, plus
some extra touring amenities meant to make life on two-wheels easier. Riders get leather
saddlebags with the same studded design matching the seats and the added passenger
backrest. The rider also receives better weather protection from the detachable windshield. All
these can be easily removed form the bike and the C90T can become a C90 for a more svelte
look in the urban environment. Special edition bikes are almost a fetish for Suzuki, so learning
about the fact that Hamamatsu planned a MY Boulevard C90 Black should not be such a big
surprise to anyone. While the standard edition machines arrived in silver or dark purple, this
new Boulevard C90 is served in gloss black, a special treat dedicated to those who enjoy the
sober elegance of black liveries. On the tech side there is nothing changed, so you;re still good
to roll fast and ride hard with a shaft-driven 5-speed transmission powered by a gritty v-twin
engine with amazing amounts of low-end torque making pulling the throttle a thrilling and
rewarding experience. The MY Boulevard C90 is the classic cruiser representation, a bike which
is a great step into the realm of big-bore machines and which oozes classic design elements
neatly intertwined with modern touches. The bike is all-retro, with ample fenders and
tank-mounted gauges, generous, wide bars reaching back to the sculpted two-piece seats, a
massive chrome headlight and slash-cut dual exhausts. The bike may look massive and heavy,
maybe because of the cast wheels and beefy tires, but the v-twin has plenty of grunt to make
you forget about lazy machines. The MY Boulevard C90 is built for being ridden hard, and it is
waiting for you to do so. If it has a T in its name it's a touring model, so there is no secret that
Suzuki's MY Boulevard C90T was built for the open road. Because some riders would like to
ride it far right out of the box, the bike arrives equipped for the road ex works. This means a tall
windscreen with a chrome garnish, studded seats for both rider and companion, studded
backrest and leather saddlebags and classy whitewall tires. The front brake master cylinder,
brake lever, clutch lever and handlebar switches are of course upgraded, just like those of the
base version. The Boulevard C90 could not be left without a special edition model for the
season, so Suzuki delivered the Boulevard C90 Black. Nothing is changed in the engineering
department, as the only upgrades the Boulevard C90 Black received are the same the base
version received: the front brake master cylinder, brake lever, clutch lever and handlebar
switches come with a new design. As for the rest, you'll be enjoying a classic cruiser with a
dash of modern bike tech cast wheels and fuel injection , all dressed in a glossy black livery
with liberal use of chrome, too. Not only has Suzuki added leather saddlebags and a generous
passenger backrest to the C90, but has also thrown in a handful of shiny metal studs to make
everything look sharp,. The front end is equipped with a large windscreen attached with a
chrome fixture surrounding the massive chrome headlight and matching the lower for
deflectors. Save for the weight increase these add-ons bring, the Boulevard C90T is technically
identical to the base C90 model. The name says pretty much all there is to know about the
model year Boulevard C90 Black The bike retains the classic approach but introduces an
ageless glossy black livery in sizzling hot contrast with the shiny chrome accents. The only
thing missing from the retro picture are the wire spoked wheels, but the new Boulevard
machines are not meant to be replicas of old-school bikes. In fact, they are the perfect proof that
Suzuki can mix together the "yore factor" and modern day technologies, such as state-of-the-art
fuel injection or precise machining for perfect-looking and perfect-riding bikes. The Boulevard
C90 is the basic air and oil-cooled cruiser created by Suzuki for those in search of a bike
packing modern technology, solid power and massive torque in a mix with classic retro-inspired

design with unmistakable "bikes of yore" vibe. Low, with rich details and accents, yet boasting
contemporary cast wheels and making liberal use of chrome, the MY Boulevard C90 is the
perfect stylish ride for the city, while it will also be a great choice for longer outings, especially
if you go for a third-party luggage system. The MY Boulevard C90T brings the big-bore cruiser
fun and sizzling hot paint combined with plenty of chrome and polished metal accents in a trim
that's been designed to hit the road straight from the crate. Not only you'll benefit from the
acclaimed grunt of this cruiser, but also the touring amenities you need to get going. These
include a tall windshield, a passenger backrest and leather saddlebags for your belongings
during a several days trip. The seats, saddlebags and backrest are all adorned with shiny metal
studs, which are a neat complement to the overall styling of the bike. Add in rich cast wheels,
whitewalls, rider floorboards and the might of the cc air and oil-cooled v-twin and start thinking
about your next destination. If big-bore modern-classic cruisers are your thing, then you've
most likely had the Suzuki Boulevard C90 on your shopping list, if not even go for it. You're
spending your hard-earned money on cc of air and oil-cooled nerve, with the v-twin mated to a
classic manual 5-speed transmission and a shaft final drive. Modern cast wheels are shod with
beefy tires, shrouded by deeply-valanced fenders and whose finish is matched by polished
metal and chrome accents all over the bike. Low and massive. Plus, you can always add some
saddlebags and turn it into an even more travel-worthy bike. Welcome to big-bore touring grunt,
and here's Suzuki' proposal for the season, the new Boulevard C90T. The bike packs
retro-inspired looks and modern technologies, all bound together by the bold spirit which has
never left the house of Hamamatsu. The main thing is that Suzuki offers a high-tech alternative
to the classic American cruisers, with the cc liquid-cooled v-twin delivering staggering torque
right off idle and ready to take on anything from urban holeshots to long highway hauls.
Premium, race-inspired fuel injection is a nifty technological match for the light cast wheels,
clutch assist system, automatic idle speed control and multiple other features. The bike retains
all the tech features of the base model C90T, including hard leather-covered side cases, rider
floorboards and the windscreen, but everything is finished in a black coat of paint. Gloss and
matte black alternate in a sizzling hot combination, and the few chrome accents stress out even
more the evil spirit of the bike. Cue commanding black cast rims and shiny black engine covers,
matte exhausts and hand controls for an even meaner attire. Ever fancied a blacked-out touring
cruiser but the only solutions involved custom-painting? There are only few parts of the
Boulevard C90T B. Brushed metal or chrome can only be found on the headlight casing, rider
floorboards, saddlebag latches and rocker covers. It is ready to rock and roll straight from the
crate, and will do this in a very dark and elegant style. The T version of the Boulevard C90
introduces, as always, amenities meant to make life easier and more pleasurable when traveling
in the seat of this bike. They included a tall, removable windscreen which adds solid weather
protection for the rider and leather-clad hard saddlebags which provide generous storage for
personal gear during longer trips or The MY Boulevard C90T also boasts a two-tone paint job
and plenty of chrome even for the most demanding lover of classic cruisers. Retro looks
however are complemented by massive engine power and torque, racing-derived fuel injection,
precise transmission and solid, predictable braking power that's inspiring and reassuring. Feel
like riding a powerful cruiser that's ready to tackle the next thousands of miles and provide you
with amazing memories Equipped with a tall windscreen and ABS plastic saddlebags finished in
saddle-matching leather, the Boulevard C90T also brings rider floorboards and ample
handlebars for effortless steering around sharp bends. Add in a clutch assist system, plush
seating, top-notch fuel injection for the beefy liquid-cooled v-twin, 5-speed transmission with
shaft drive and power and torque to spare for both fast highway hauls and city rides. And the
gear position indicator is standard, too. From CycleChaos. Suzuki Boulevard C90 Manufacturer
Suzuki. Categories : Cruiser motorcycles Suzuki motorcycles s motorcycles s motorcycles.
Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This page was last edited on 23
November , at Gear box: 5-speed Final Drive: shaft drive cardan Clutch: Wet multi-disc, manual.
Front: telescopic, coil spring, oil damped Rear: link style, solo shock, coil spring, oil damped.
Service Manual. With a light pull, the clutch feeds engine power to the smooth-shifting
five-speed transmission and out to the clean shaft drive. The classically styled 4. Brushed,
stainless steel covers shield the stout front fork whereas a hidden, link-style rear shock
smooths the ride while giving the bike an old-school, hard-tail look. Liquid-cooled, 90 cubic inch
cc long-stroke V-twin engine delivers the most power and torque in the class. Sculpted engine
features polished aluminum and chrome covers that complement the visually striking cylinders
with symmetrical cooling fins. The aluminum alloy cylinders are coated with Suzuki Composite
Electrochemical Material SCEM , a coating of nickel-phosphorus-silicon carbide that reduces
friction and increases heat transfer. The result is increased durability and ring seal. Four-valve
cylinder heads with overhead camshafts and dual spark plugs increase combustion efficiency

to help ensure seamless throttle response, gutsy low- to mid-range output, better fuel
efficiency, and reduced emissions. Suzuki Dual Throttle Valve SDTV induction system is
enhanced by the bit engine control unit that instantly delivers the optimum fuel-air mixture and
power output. To maximize air induction for best power and torque, the C90T features a unique
system that uses three separate air-cleaner boxes feeding the engine. This air induction system
increases engine output without sacrificing style or fuel tank capacity. The clutch features
back-torque-limiting clutch system, contributing to smooth downshift operation. Chromed and
staggered dual exhaust system mounted on the right side of the engine is tuned for responsive
torque delivery, providing a deep, rumbling exhaust note. A wide-ratio five-speed transmission
features a high fifth gear ratio for relaxed highway cruising. Low-maintenance shaft drive is
clean-running and has minimal torque reaction, as it efficiently transmits power to the wide inch
rear tire. The styling incorporates timeless visual statements from cruiser heritage: rich
paintwork, glittering chrome, and deep front and rear fenders with flared ends. New graphics for
accentuate the classic lines of the fuel tank. The standard windshield offers full wind protection
at freeway speeds with classic styling featuring a unique chrome garnish with Boulevard
emblems. Easily removable, the firmly mounted windscreen offers protection without
distraction. Wind buffeting is minimized by allowing just the right amount of air to pass above
the headlight. Large-capacity, leather-texture saddlebags with Boulevard emblems are standard
equipment, and convenient twist-lock fasteners provide plenty of storage capacity. These rigid
saddlebags are made of durable, impact-resistant ABS plastic under stylish covers
custom-matched to the leather-grain texture of the seats. They are designed as part of the bike,
not as luggage add-ons. Additional touring-friendly features include well-positioned footboards,
4. The resulting wide handlebar, seat and low fuel tank shape add true comfort to the C90T's
low-slung, relaxed look. Both rider and passenger seats are made for long-range comfort and
top-notch control. They allow freedom of movement, accommodate riders of different sizes, and
are well cushioned. Wide passenger seat makes for comfortable two-up rides. The design of the
link-type rear suspension maintains classic hard-tail look, while keeping the ride low and
producing a smooth, ground-hugging ride. Stout telescopic front forks deliver generous 5. A
beefy inch rear tire and complementary inch front tire have wide footprints and are mounted to
bright, spoke-style wheels for a nostalgic cruiser look. Hydraulic front and rear disc brakes
provide strong, reliable braking performance. The multifunction instrument includes a
convenient gear-position indicator and a fuel gauge, along with a clock and a trip meter, plus
indicator lights for low fuel, turn signals and more. Bright multi-reflector headlight. Durable,
efficient and compact LED taillight and four bullet-style turn signals. A variety of Genuine
Suzuki Accessories for Boulevard owners are available, including a large selection of Suzuki
logo apparel. You are now leaving Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. You can also visit your local
Suzuki dealer for more financing options. Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. Here are dealers near "
" Select Your Dealer. Suzuki motorcycle and ATV dealers are independently owned and
operated businesses. In the event that the selected dea
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ler is unable to respond to your inquiry, your contact information may be forwarded to the next
closest operating Suzuki dealer. A strong five-speed transmission and shaft drive cleanly puts
all that power to the ground. This bike also features fully integrated leather-look, rigid side
cases and a comfortable passenger seat, all behind a large windscreen for remarkably
comfortable cruising on the open road. Find a Dealer. There was an error loading these images.
Key Features. Engine Features. Chassis Features. Additional Features. Overall Width mm
Wheelbase mm Ground Clearance mm 5. Seat Height mm Curb Weight kg lb. Warranty month
unlimited mileage limited warranty Extension Longer coverage periods with other benefits
available through Suzuki Extended Protection SEP. Thank you for visiting our website. Please
visit again soon. Estimated Payment. No dealers within range! Back You Have Selected:. First
Name. Last Name. Email Address. Zip Code. Subscribe to our Newsletter. Proceed Cancel.

